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An interest in plants has pursued Thai Sutip Austad throughout her
life – from her tough early years as a child slave, in her meeting with
Scandinavian nature and culture, to her own plantation on the
Swedish west coast. In cultivation Sutip has found both her living
and personal harmony.

I

n The Asian kitchen garden she shares her story and philosophy of cultivation,
and shows how we can grow exciting Asian vegetables and spices like ginger,
lemongrass, bitter melon, coriander, chilli, pak choi and Malabar spinach.
It works fine to create a dazzling Asian kitchen garden even in the North – Sutip
gives tips on fun and easy-to-grow plants, some are best off in the greenhouse and
others thrive in the vegetable patch or in a pot.
Starting off in the Thai kitchen the home grown harvest is prepared in over 30
recipes.
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